Prediction of interindividual differences in radiosensitivity in mammals.
Prediction of individual radiosensitivity of mammals is of interest to radiobiology on the one hand and it is also important to the clinical use of radiation. The author has reported that there is a relationship between radiosensitivity in individual animals and its homeostatic activity that allows predicting individual radiosensitivity. In the present report, a phenomenon of metabolism was used to measure the homeostatic activity of an individual mouse DBA strain, 90 days old; that is, the metabolic rate was calculated from daily diet or water consumption, and body weight. Each mouse fasted completely for one day and the ratio between metabolic rates just before and just after the fast (value after fast/value before fast) was calculated to use as the index of homeostatic activity of each mouse. One week after fasting, the mice were exposed to X-rays of 500 R and the ratio of metabolic rates just before and just after exposure was calculated again. Ten days after exposure the mice were sacrificed and the spleens were fixed in Bouin's solution. After fixing, the splenic weight was measured and an endogenous spleen colony count (more than 1 mm diameter) was made, which was one response to radiation damage to the hematopoietic system. The results, summarized from several repeated experiments are given in the table below: [table: see text].